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Abstract 

Relational aggression, defined as harm that occurs through injury or manipulation of a 

relationship, has more recently emerged as a point of contrast to physical aggression and 

has received increased attention in the popular press and in scholarly journals.  Relational 

aggression is discussed in terms of definitions, identification and intervention in a school 

context.  A program developed for 7
th

 through 9
th

 grade girls in a rural school district was 

discussed and evaluated.   
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Relational Aggression among Adolescents 

Review of the Literature  

The importance of the school context in understanding relational aggression in 

children and adolescents cannot be overemphasized.  Children first learn social and 

emotional skills within their families.  It is the school setting that provides the first 

significant experience for most children with respect to negotiating social roles, 

expectations, hierarchies, and conflicts in larger groups.  Schools are a critical 

environment for the development and maintenance of peer relationships.  The school 

settings are crucial for studying relational aggression.  School environments also may 

have a huge impact on how relational aggression will manifest, and as such, may offer 

promise for future efforts in prevention and education regarding this form of antisocial 

behavior. Therefore, schools provide an ideal laboratory to study relational aggression as 

well as providing a ground for social assessment and intervention efforts (Merrell, 

Buchanan, & Tran, 2006). 

Definition of Relational Aggression 

Bullying, harassing, victimizing, meanness, relational aggression are all words 

that are used interchangeably in reference to the behavior of girls.  Researcher Nicki 

Crick, from the University of Minnesota, coined the term relational aggression (RA).  

Relational aggression is the process of using relationships to hurt another person.  It 

involves an aggressor (the bully), a victim (the target), and often one or more bystanders 

or girls in the middle.  Ironically, all girls who engage in this dynamic are experiencing 

some underlying fear and insecurity.  The aggressor may be worried about her ability to 

remain on top, so she uses manipulation and control of others to avoid having her own 
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flaws exposed.  The victim often lacks the confidence to stand up for herself and may 

accept harassment because inside she feels it is deserved or true.  Girls in the middle are 

also afraid and lack the self-esteem to take a stand and often may join in the aggression 

either passively or overtly to avoid being targeted themselves (Dellasega & Nixon, 2003).  

 Relational aggression is a psychological term that signifies the use of 

relationships to hurt peers.  Compared to other forms of aggression, such as physical 

violence, relational aggression is quieter, more insidious, and harder to detect.  It 

encompasses starting rumors, spreading gossip, teasing, creating or joining cliques that 

deliberately exclude others.  These stereotypical behaviors are typically associated with 

girls.  Similar to most behaviors relational aggression exists on a continuum from mild to 

extreme (Young, Boye, & Nelson, 2006). 

 Often a bond between adolescent girls is damaged.  The damage occurs because 

relational aggression prevents girls from aligning with one another during an important 

time in their psychosocial development and instead turns them into enemies.  Interaction 

between girls becomes a form of harassment rather than happiness.  Participating in 

relational aggression can deprive girls a valuable support system with their peers. 

(Dellasega & Nixon, 2003) 

Aggression is generally defined as any act intended to hurt another person.  Harm 

may take many forms and serve distinct functions.  Physical aggression is the most 

commonly studied.  It involves peers being harmed through physical damage or by the 

threat of such damage.  Typical examples of physical aggression are pushing, biting, 

kicking, hitting, or threatening physical harm on another person.  In contrast, relational 

aggression consists of manipulating relationships to exert control over another child or 
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harm another child by damaging his or her friendships and/or feelings (Crick & 

Grotpeter, 1995).  Examples of relational aggression include threatening to stop talking to 

a friend, isolating a peer from his or her group of friends or spreading rumors within the 

peer group (Young, Boye, & Nelson, 2006).  

Direct vs. Indirect Aggression 

Relational aggression includes both covert (indirect) behaviors and overt (direct) 

behaviors.  Archer (2001) noted that relational aggression could manifest either as a 

direct or indirect form of aggression.  Direct aggression would be easily observed and can 

be confrontational from whereas indirect would be more covert and non-confrontational.  

An example of direct behavior is stating to a peer, face-to-face, “you can’t come to my 

birthday party unless…” (Crick & Grotpeter, 1995).  Indirect focuses mainly on social 

manipulation, specifically through roundabout means.  These covert behaviors include 

both name-calling and verbal attacks.  Such manipulating friendships include gossiping, 

spreading rumors, ignoring/avoiding and social exclusion.   

  Relational aggression is characterized by a power imbalance involving a 

combination of direct and indirect methods to damage someone’s reputation, 

relationships, or sense of inclusion in a peer group.  In addition, Underwood, Galen, and 

Paquetter (2001) cited multiple functions that relational aggression may serve, including 

gaining objects or status and harming others both psychologically and emotionally.  

Aggressive behavior, particularly relationally aggressive behavior, is difficult to define 

and observe because the notion of intent to harm can vary by context and is somewhat 

subjective. (Merrell, Buchanan, & Tran, 2006)  
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Beyond the overt/covert distinction, aggression subtypes may be further 

differentiated by their reactive or instrumental nature.  Relational aggression can be 

reactive when used as a response when children feel threatened or angry.  A child who 

spreads rumors when she feels she has been wronged is engaged in reactive relational 

aggression.  Instrumental relational aggression, in contrast, is the use of relational 

manipulation to get what one wants.  For example, “I won’t be your friend if you don’t 

do things my way,” is a form of instrumental aggression (Little, Jones, Henrich, & 

Hawley, 2003).  Recognizing what subtype it is can help educators understand the 

motivation behind their aggressive behavior, which will influence how interventions are 

conceptualized and implemented.  Bullies commonly use instrumental aggression; as a 

result rewards can be removed during intervention (Young, Boye, & Nelson, 2006). 

Relational aggression is not new.  Adults may typically make light of it when they 

see or hear it.  What is new is all the media attention on the topic of bullying or girl 

aggression that has been sparked by popular books, Rachel Simmons; Odd Girl Out and 

Rosalin Wiseman’s Queen Bees and Wannabes.  Counselors and psychologists who have 

seen girls’ aggression at the forefront say it occupies a major part of their time (Vail, 

2002).  Most women can recall an incident of relational aggression in their own past, but 

seriousness of these behaviors is reaching new proportions.  Such examples include 

criminal charges, school shootings, and suicides.  Why are today’s girls so willing to be 

this cruel to one another? 

Assessing (Identifying) Relational Aggression 

Accumulated evidence suggests that relational aggression may create just as 

much, if not more, damage than physical aggression, but in a subtle and less visible way 
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(Crick & Grotpeter, 1996).  The focus on physical aggression in previous research and 

intervention practice is understandable, given its overt nature and its marked 

consequences.  When a student hits another student, it is clear to observers what just 

occurred.  Evidence of physical injury may exist to document the aggressive behavior, 

and adults and other children often easily observe it.  In contrast, there tends to be little 

tangible evidence of harm when a student is the target of relational aggression.  When a 

child is purposely and cruelly excluded from a peer-group activity or is the target of 

rumors or gossip, identifying the source also may be difficult (Young, Boye, & Nelson, 

2006).  It tends to be a he said, she said situation.   

It is critical to identify appropriate methods for assessing relational aggression.  

Several methods do exist that are used to assess peer relationships and relational 

aggression.  One is teacher rating; it may be used to gain a unique perspective on 

adolescent behavior.  Teachers’ insights regarding peer relations can be very helpful 

because they work directly with the students.  Teacher ratings are generally viewed as 

one of the best methods for evaluating students’ social behavior.  An example of a 

teacher rating scale designed to evaluate relational aggression is the Children’s Social 

Behavior Scale-Teacher Form (CSBS-T) (Crick, 1996).  It is a 15-item rating scale 

ranging from 1 (this is never true of this child) to 5 (this is almost always true of this 

child).  A possible limitation to this method is teacher bias and/or stereotyping of gender 

roles. 

Sociometric assessments include peer nomination, peer rating, and peer ranking.  

These assessments include a range of techniques that elicit information about social 

status, relationships, and popularity from members of a social peer group.  They provide 
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multiple assessments through evaluations from all classmates rather than one teacher 

(Merrell, 2003).  A possible limitation may include the impact of reputation in 

influencing how one is viewed by others. 

Self-report measures or questionnaires also are commonly used in assessing 

relational aggression.  The typical self-report asks the child to rate themselves on how 

true a particular statement is for them or which statement among two or more alternatives 

best fits how they feel.   One geared towards assessing relational aggression is the Social 

Experience Questionnaire (SEQ) (Crick & Grotpeter, 1996).  This scale assesses the 

frequency in which children perceived they have experienced prosocial behaviors, overt 

aggressive behaviors, and relationally aggressive behaviors from peers.  This method 

may be subject to distortion, responses not true. 

Interviewing students is another way of collecting information about the child and 

adolescent social behavior through structured, semi structured, or unstructured 

techniques.  Interviewing allows for direct assessment of the target child giving the 

assessor opportunities to further investigate the behaviors or problem.  Interviewing 

provides relevant information about the function of the behavior, and is useful in 

connecting assessment to intervention.  Similar to self-report measures the information 

received may be distorted as well.  Lastly direct observational assessments provide 

objective data.  By observing you can examine the specified behavioral characteristics of 

the student without being biased (Merrell, Buchanan, & Tran, 2006).   

Although each assessment approach has its own strengths and weaknesses, 

research suggests using more than one method in assessing relational aggression.  The 
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different resources may provide useful insight to relational aggression in varying 

situations and settings that cannot be captured through one source (Merrell, 2003).  

Relational Aggression within gender 

Bullying and aggression are behaviors we expect from boys, consequently we 

tend to overlook or minimize them when girls are the perpetrators.  Girl aggression is 

covert hence that is why it’s easily ignored. (Vail, 2002). 

Boys tend to receive greater attention for aggressive behavior and are generally 

considered more aggressive than girls, who have generally been considered to be 

nonaggressive.  When scenarios with physical aggression are visualized, boys are usually 

pictured as both the aggressor and the target.  Given these facts, educators, like much of 

the rest of society, have tended to center their attention and interventions on physical 

aggression in boys while failing to notice the more subtle social worlds of girls 

(Underwood, Galen, & Paquette, 2001a).  Another reason why relational aggression has 

not been in the forefront of educational intervention is the tendency for adults to accept it 

as “just the way students are,” especially among adolescent girls (Dellasega & Nixon, 

2003).  

One of the continuing controversies regarding relational aggression in children 

and adolescents is the connection of gender to the behaviors one exhibits. Many of these 

questions are aimed at whether girls are more relationally aggressive than boys.  Whether 

there are gender differences in perceptions of relational aggression, whether girls or boys 

experience more relational aggression, and whether there are gender differences in the 

effects of either experiencing relational aggression or being relationally aggressive 

(Merrell, Buchanan, & Tran, 2003).   
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 The friendships girls make among themselves are the most important relationship 

that they can develop during their lifetimes.  Gillian (2003) proposed that a women’s 

morals and sense of self are based on connectedness and interdependence with others and 

that affiliation with and acceptance by other girls or women often become essential 

elements of identity. Therefore, establishing and maintaining these friendships with other 

women is a crucial aspect of psychosocial development (Pipher, 2002).  Through 

adolescence into adulthood these relationships assume an increasing amount of 

importance.   

 Research conducted during the last decade suggested that girls are just as likely as 

boys to be aggressive in their friendships, but they use their social intelligence rather than 

physical aggression when in conflict.  Girls are able to use their strong desire for 

connectedness as leverage against one another.  This relational aggression behavior can 

deprive girls of opportunities to meet their needs for friendships and emotional intimacy 

with one another (Crothers, Field, & Kolbert, 2005).  

 Media coverage has reinforced the misconception that relational aggression is 

uniquely female when, in fact, levels of relational aggression are relatively equal among 

girls and boys.  Its effects are complex and vary according to the role each student plays 

in a given incident.  Whether boy or girl, all victims suffer higher rates of absenteeism, 

anxiety and depression.  A person could also have long-term mental health risks, 

including suicidal thoughts (Mullin-Rindler, 2003). 

 Girls may view relational and physical aggression as equally hurtful while boys 

may view physical aggression as more hurtful.  Girls more often than boys direct 

relationally aggressive behaviors toward other girls (Galen & Underwood, 1997).   
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 According to Bem (1981b), children rapidly learn and understand societal 

perspectives about gender and incorporate these views into their behavior.  Girls with 

traditional feminine gender identities match their preferences, attitudes, behaviors, and 

personal attributes with traditional feminine gender characteristics.  An example of such a 

characteristic involves restricting the emotional expression of anger. As women, if we 

develop power through voicing our feelings it may result in hurting others.  As girls we 

are expected to maintain harmonious relationships with others.  Because directness and 

overt confrontation are not consistent with feminine gender identity, girls adhering to 

such standards are focused to use more manipulative and covert means of expressing 

anger, resolving conflict, and establishing dominance (Bem, 1981b). 

 One study examined the relationship between gender identify and relational 

aggression.  This study revealed that adolescent girls who identified themselves as a 

traditional feminine role were more likely to perceive themselves as using relational 

aggression than those adolescent girls who identified themselves with a nontraditional 

gender role.  The use of more indirect forms of conflict management seems to allow these 

adolescent girls to pursue power and assert control in relationships and yet still meet the 

prevailing expectations of adults.  Adults believe we are not supposed to contribute to 

conflict or to have wants and needs within a relationship that would result in emotional 

intensity and confrontation (Crothers, Field, & Kolbert, 2005).      

The sample of adolescent girls believed that femininity restricts options for 

conflict management either to the use of relational aggression or to the suppression of 

wants and feelings.  Females who pursue a more nontraditional role of relating seem to 

run the risk of vulnerability to rejection from adults and abandonment by female peers.  
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Traditional gender role stereotyping has created a narrow range of behavioral options that 

allow young women to be angry as well as avoiding conflict altogether out of fear of 

invoking negative emotions in others that would result in disconnectedness in 

relationships.   Girls reported that they want to fit in and make as many people happy as 

possible.  They want to say something but end up keeping their mouth shut because 

they’re afraid to say what they are really feeling because of what others may think of 

them.  Girls’ tendency to indirectly address or avoid conflict was supported by adults, 

who expected them to be ladylike (Crothers, Field, & Kolbert, 2005).      

Extensive research has shown both peer rejection and association with aggressive 

friends to be leading predictors of future aggression among adolescents.  Students who 

befriended physically aggressive peers became increasingly physically aggressive 

themselves.  One gender difference was distinguished, boys who engaged in higher levels 

of physical aggression at the initial assessment were likely to select friends the following 

year who were more aggressive than their friends from the previous year.  While girls’ 

physical aggression was unrelated to their friends’ physical aggression (Coie, Lochman, 

Terry, & Hyman, 1992).  

This study was the first to explore the unique roles of peer rejection and 

association with relationally aggressive friends in the development of relational 

aggression. As hypothesized, rejected children, and children whose friends were highly 

relationally aggressive at the initial assessment became increasingly relationally 

aggressive overtime. This was only true for girls. Whereas prior research has tended to 

focus on concurrent correlates of relational aggression.  This was the first study to 

identify factors that may account, in part, for change over time in this form of aggressive 
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behavior.  In this study, slightly more than 25% of children showed marked increases in 

relational aggression (i.e., greater than 1 SD above the average change score for all 

children), and almost the same percentage of children showed decreases of a similar 

magnitude. This study contributes significantly to our understanding of the development 

of relational aggression by demonstrating that maladaptive peer relationship experiences 

may account, in part, for increases and decreases in girls’ use of relational aggression 

over time (Werner, & Crick, 2004). 

For some girls, repeated experiences of rejection may contribute to the perception 

of intentional hostility from peers in ambiguous, relational conflicts (Crick, 1995).  Crick, 

in fact, found that relationally aggressive children have been shown to exhibit such a bias, 

in contrast to physically aggressive children who show a hostile attribution bias in 

instrumental peer conflicts.  An important direction for future research will be to 

investigate the role of social information processing as a mediator of the link between 

peer rejection and relational aggression for girls as well as boys. 

The results also showed that girls who befriended relationally aggressive peers at 

the initial assessment engaged in higher levels of relational aggression the following year, 

relative to girls who did not befriend relationally aggressive peers. It is reasonable to 

hypothesize that influence operates similarly in the context of friendships between 

relationally aggressive children.  For example, studies have shown that gossip is common 

in children’s conversation, and some authors have speculated that it plays a role in 

fostering friendship closeness (Fine, 1977).  Unfortunately, closeness achieved through 

gossip is likely to occur at the expense of another child (the target). Relationally 

aggressive friends may positively reinforce mocking remarks about other children in their 
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conversations with close friends, whereas kind words spoken about disliked peers are 

ignored.  In this way, relational aggression is likely to be promoted within the friendship 

context. Observational studies of relationally aggressive children interacting with friends 

are needed to test this hypothesis.  

Studies of children’s friendships carried out by Azmitia and her colleagues 

provide supporting evidence that girls are more susceptible to influence via relationally 

aggressive friends than are boys (Azmitia, Kamprath & Linnet, 1998). This research has 

shown that when conflict arises between friends, girls are far more likely than boys to 

retaliate against their friend by excluding her and encouraging other children to do the 

same. Specifically, in a series of observational studies, girls actively recruited other girls 

to engage in relational aggression, whereas this behavior was atypical of boys. Some girls 

indicated that they participated in relational aggression because they feared that, if they 

did not, they would become the next target. These findings suggest that a girl who allies 

with a relationally aggressive friend in her attack against another girl may not only 

become closer to the friend, but this behavior may be necessary in order to maintain her 

friendships within her larger social circle. The maintenance of boys’ friendships, on the 

other hand, appears to be less dependent on the formation of such alliances (Werner, & 

Crick, 2004).  

The results of this study provide the first evidence that peer rejection and 

association with relationally aggressive peers are linked with the development of 

relational aggression during adolescence. These results have important implications for 

intervention programs aimed at the reduction of relational aggression. Therapists and 

school administrators should be made aware of the detrimental role of peer rejection and 
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association with aggressive friends for the development and exacerbation of relational 

aggression. This research also contributes to our understanding of the development of 

physical aggression among girls, a group of children that has received relatively little 

research attention to date (Werner, & Crick, 2004). 

Targets of Relational Aggression 

Evidence from empirical research literature is just beginning to confirm negative 

outcomes for the targets of relational aggression.  Relational attacks have been identified 

as a significant contributing factor in physically aggressive episodes, such as the 1999 

school shootings in Littleton, Colorado.   The perpetrators carefully planned to target 

those who had ostracized them.  Research exploring the effects of being a target of 

relational aggression is still accumulating.  Future studies need to consider the context of 

relational aggression and its long-term effects (Young, Boye, & Nelson, 2006). 

Bullies and victims are both at risk for negative future outcomes.  As they go 

through adolescence they are more at risk for severe problems such as delinquency, 

alcohol and drug abuse, and dropping out of school.  Bullies and victims have been found 

to be more depressed than those who are not involved in bullying.  Depression can lead to 

academic problems, self-defeating behaviors, and interpersonal problems (Seals & 

Young, 2003).   

Studies show that children with low positive self-regard are more likely to be 

victimized by bullies.  A sense of social failure and inadequacy among peers leads to an 

increase in victimization over time.  These children may add to their victimization by 

exhibiting self-deprecating behaviors, not asserting themselves, and seeking out fellow 

students who confirm their own sense of low self-regard (Egan & Perry, 1998).   
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A common belief about the victims is that their mothers may overprotect them.  

The rationale is that there are deficits in early social experience if children are sheltered 

from play and social contacts.  These children do not always behave appropriately with 

their peers, cry easily, and expect adults to intervene whenever conflicts arise.  This is 

why they become targets so easily than others (Ross, 1996).  Finally, victims are 

particularly at risk if there is no emotional support provided or if the bullying behavior is 

severe and prolonged.  As a result of being a target these students suffer from academic 

problems, absenteeism, loneliness, and loss of friends (Roberts & Coursol, 1996). 

Intervention 

 Given the poor path for aggressive children, there has been considerable interest 

in prevention efforts, although these have also tended to focus primarily on reducing 

physical aggression.  Crick and Dodge’s (1994) model of social interaction suggests that 

similar processes underlie physical and relational aggression and that promoting prosocial 

skill development may help reduce reliance on both types of aggression.  The literature 

documenting the effects of prevention efforts offers some promising results, particularly 

when social competence promotion is part of a larger systemic, multicomponent effort 

within the school and long-term.   

 Most researchers agree that effective programs must be comprehensive targeting 

students, schools, families, and the community.  Not only attending to the needs of 

victims but also intervening with bullies and assessing school climate (Hanish & Guerra, 

2000). Clarke and Kiselica (1997) indicated bullying would be tolerated in schools until 

all school personnel know how to view and respond to this behavior.   In order to have a 

successful program within a school you need cooperation from all key personnel.  
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 One study suggested that a school-based intervention could change attitudes about 

relational, as well as physical aggression.  By the end of the school term, students in their 

second year of middle/junior high school who participated were less likely to endorse the 

use of aggression compared to controlled students (Schoiak-Edstron, Frey, & Beland, 

2002).   The two-year classroom-based social emotional learning program attempted to 

prevent aggression by fostering empathy and perspective taking, problem solving, and 

anger management skills.   Classroom teachers provided lessons, each with clear 

objectives and preparatory activities that introduce the key concepts.    Participants are 

involved in discussions, role-playing, watching videos and reading newspaper articles 

(Frey, Hirschstein, & Guzzo, 2000). 

 Empathy has been found to inhibit or at least lessen aggression (Miller & 

Eisenberg, 1988).  Empathy is having an awareness of another person’s thoughts, 

feelings, and intentions.  Empathy consists of a cognitive and an affective component 

recognizing feelings of another and sympathizing with them.  Miller and Eisenberg 

(1988) conducted a meta-analysis of the relation between empathy and aggression and 

found a significant negative relationship.    

 Victims can often benefit from interventions designed to increase their self-

esteem (Kaiser & Rasminsky, 2003). Interventions in this area can help students identify 

personal strengths and accomplishments, therefore instilling feelings of pride and 

confidence.  Those who have higher self-esteem will be able to shield themselves from 

future bullying. 

Furthermore, researchers have found that victims of bullying who developed 

assertiveness skills experienced reductions in bullying (Hazler, 1996; Kaiser & 
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Rasminsky, 2003; Macklem, 2003; Rigby, 2002; Roberts & Coursol, 1996). When 

victims respond assertively, bullies will be more likely to stop bullying or find another, 

less assertive victim. Victims can practice assertiveness skills through role-play activities 

to develop confidence in their abilities to respond assertively to a variety of situations. 

Victims can also benefit from these types of role-play activities because they provide 

opportunities for generating a variety of reactions or responses for potential future 

encounters with bullies (Hazler, 1996; Sullivan, 2000). 

Improving social skills can decrease a victim's chances of being bullied (Clarke & 

Kiscelica, 1997; Kaiser & Rasminsky, 2003; Macklem, 2003; Rigby, 2002; Roberts & 

Coursol, 1996). Effective social skills training can help students develop relationships 

with peers, which may decrease the likelihood of them being targeted in the future. 

Kaiser and Rasminsky (2003) recommend that social skill interventions include activities 

that address friendship skills, such as how to approach a group of people and how to 

develop empathy. 

In addition to teaching students skills in an attempt to help them be less easily 

targeted for bullying, school personnel must provide support to victims of bullying. 

Teachers and other school personnel should strive to prevent bullying, but in the event 

bullying does occur, they must prepare victims with coping skills (Hazler, 1996; Kaiser 

& Rasminsky; Rigby, 2001). School personnel might also want to consider implementing 

support groups for bullying victims.  Groups can provide victims with opportunities to 

develop many of the skills addressed above while, at the same time, communicating to 

these students that others in the school are there to help them. 
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Goals and Objectives of Proposed Study 

 The student researcher plans to implement a program called salvaging sisterhood 

at a rural school district in Western New York State.  The purpose of this program is to 

teach girls how to communicate efficiently and effectively with one another. It will be 

designed to raise awareness, develop empathy, teach healthy conflict management, 

explore feelings, increase self-esteem, and promote a positive change in female 

relationships.  Research has confirmed relational aggression is a growing trend among 

adolescent girls (Crick & Grotpeter, 1996).  This research is significant because it will 

help adolescent females understand themselves and their relationships better in order to 

achieve the ultimate goal of the program.  The program is to develop a perspective about 

living as a female in society by having accurate and informative information in order to 

transition from adolescence to adult life. 

Method 

Setting 

 The study was implemented at a small rural, Western New York middle school 

and high school. The population of the surrounding community was 4,567 at the 2000 

census. The ethnic makeup of the citizens within the community was 93.7% Caucasian, 

3.5% African American, .9% American Indian, .8% Hispanic, 1.2% other ethnicity. The 

average household income is 48,161 annually.  The middle school consists of 

approximately 288 student’s grades six through eight.  The middle school is attached to 

the high school building, which houses the ninth through twelfth grades, and consists of 

approximately 382 students.   
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Participants 

A total of eleven female adolescents participated as subjects.  The eleven females 

were broken down into 3 groups. The groups consisted of five 8
th

 graders, four 9
th

 graders 

and two 7
th

 graders.  Following Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, the student 

researcher recruited these participants.  The middle school principal provided a list of 

names of students he believed would benefit the most from this program.  The student 

researcher then called all these females to the counseling center to invite them to join the 

program.  Researcher described the program and handed out both the student and parent 

informed consent forms.  It was made clear to them that participation was voluntarily and 

no penalties would be against them if they did not join. Those female students who are 

interested were asked to return a signed copy of their informed consent form and a signed 

copy of their parents’ informed consent form directly to me at the counseling center 

within a week.  

Once participation for the study had been identified, the student researcher 

reviewed the participants’ grade level and class schedules to find times that were 

compatible to form groups.  The student researcher then sent passes each week to 

participants to arrive at the counseling center for the program. 

Procedure 

Salvaging Sisterhood will be implemented for this research project (Taylor, 

2005).  Salvaging Sisterhood is a program for group activities and will consist of three 

groups of female students.  The program is designed to be conducted on a weekly basis 

during either an activity or study hall period for nine sessions for 30-45 minutes.  Each 

session will focus on a specific category. 
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Session 1: Introduction to Salvaging Sisterhood 

 A pre-group survey (Appendix A) was given to each member.  A survey 

(Appendix C) to look into what their relational quotient was at that time was also given.  

After all the pre-testes and surveys were completed, the group discussed general ground 

rules (Appendix D).  Specifically regarding confidentiality, one person speaking at a 

time, treating others with respect, and speaking for yourself.  Each member was able to 

implement any other rules they saw fit.  All group members signed a copy of the group 

rules.  All group members had a chance to ask questions or bring up any concerns they 

may have.  The student researcher gave each girl a journal.  It was not mandatory to write 

in the journals but was offered to them so they could express anything they wanted while 

in group and would be able to discuss it in the next session.  In conclusion, the student 

researcher allowed each group member to pick a “declaration of me” card.  They are 

daily affirmations that can be used to promote individual self-esteem among the girls.  

Girls are encouraged to read them daily. They can keep them in their journals, in their 

lockers, taped on their bedroom mirror or anywhere else they will be able to see them 

daily. 

Session 2: Girl World 

 This session consisted of various questions that were geared towards helping them 

self-disclose, practice listening skills, and empathy.  Questions were placed face down in 

the middle of the table.  All members sat around the table and took turns picking a 

question, reading it out loud, and then answering it in a timely fashion.  This process was 

repeated until time was up.   At the end of group, each girl picked a “declaration of me” 

card. 
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Session 3: Cliques 

 First, two handouts were passed out, which were titled “What do I look for in a 

true friend” (Appendix E) and “Am I a good friend” (Appendix F).  Girls completed each 

handout and then were discussed separately.  At the end of group, each girl picked a 

“declaration of me” card. 

Session 4: Gossiping 

 This session consisted of group discussions regarding gossiping.  Following 

questions that were asked: 

 Define gossip? 

 What would life be like without gossip? 

 Can gossip be avoided? 

 Is there a difference between positive and negative gossip? 

 How have you been hurt by gossip? 

 Do boys gossip as much as girls? 

 How does gossip hurt others? 

 What are some ways you can stop gossiping and/or rumors? 

At the end of group, each girl picked a “declaration of me” card. 

Session 5: Reputation 

 This session consisted of defining what a reputation is and how one gets a 

reputation.  Following questions were discussed: 

 What is a reputation? 

 Can a reputation be good? 

 Can a reputation be bad? 
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 What events change a reputation? 

 Once you have a bad reputation, can you get a good one back? 

 Is it fair for others to judge you before they know you? 

 What makes others judge you? 

One handout was given in this session titled “What’s my reputation” (Appendix G). This 

handout was worked on as a group.  Discussion was encouraged.  At the end of group, 

each girl picked a “declaration of me” card. 

Session 6: Empathy 

 This session consisted of learning about empathy and how to be empathetic to 

others.  The group leader defined what empathy is.  She then read different situations and 

asked girls to comment on how they would feel if that situation were to happen to them. 

At the end of group, each girl picked a “declaration of me” card.   

Session 7: Kindness 

 This session began with a recap of what they learned from the previous week.  

The group leader asked the girls to discuss the meaning of kindness.  The group leader 

explained to the girls for a week they would have to do one kind thing a day and not tell 

anyone what they are doing. The group leader handed out a sheet of examples of acts of 

kindness they could use (Appendix H).  At the end of group, each girl picked a 

“declaration of me” card. 

Session 8: Communication and Confrontation 

 The group discussed what it was like to participate in acts of kindness throughout 

the previous week.  Group discussion will focus on what an “I message” is and how to 

communicate it to a friend you are upset with. Girls will work on “I messages” worksheet 
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as a group (Appendix I).  Worksheet “Problem solving 101” (Appendix J) will then be 

handed out and completed individually and then discussed.  At the end of group, each girl 

picked a “declaration of me” card. 

Session 9: Sisters Forever 

 Group members will be given the post-group survey (Appendix B) and the 

relational aggression quotient survey again to see if their quotient had changed at all.  The 

group was given a final group survey (Appendix K).  Upon completion of these 

measurements, students were given a Certificate of completing the group (Appendix L).  

At the end of this session they were given a “declaration of me” card for the last time. 

 Although there were nine sessions geared towards a specific topic the student 

researcher did meet with the groups more than nine times throughout the semester.  Due 

to time constraints they would continue or finish the activities for a specific topic the 

following group session.  For example, session two was continued for the following two 

times the groups’ meet.  

Evaluation 

 The pre- and post-tests were one means for evaluation of the program 

implemented over nine sessions.  The pre-test was the first thing given to the students and 

the post-test was the second to last.  The last was a group evaluation survey.  Throughout 

sessions the student researcher gave students surveys, handouts and activities to do for 

further means of evaluation.  Group discussions were also a major part of evaluation.  

The student researcher will go through all data and compare and contrast surveys.  
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Results 

9
th

 Grade Group 

 The pre- and post-test survey consisted of 6 questions.  Results and interpretations 

are as follows: 

 Do you know a lot of “little details” about your friends? 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Of course I do! 2 3 

A few things 2 1 

Um, no!   

 

By the end of the group one more member seemed to know more about their friends.  

This indicated that one more had gotten closer and communicated more with friends. 

 Do your friends know a lot about you? 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Of course they do 2 1 

A few things 2 3 

No way   

 

This question showed that group member friends do not know a lot about them.  This 

question reflects group members’ unwillingness to tell their friends a great deal about 

themselves.    

 Do you ever say things to your friends that are kind of mean, but then say, “just 

kidding” or “sike”- but you really mean it? 
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Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Yes 1 1 

No 3 2 

Sometimes  1 

 

Group members still say mean things and try to cover it up by saying just kidding.  Only 

two could say they do not act this way towards friends by the end of group. 

 If you hear some juicy news (true or not) about a friend do you: 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Keep it to yourself and 

not tell a soul, no matter 

what! 

1 1 

Just tell your best friend 

and make her promise 

not to tell anyone 

2 3 

Tell just the people you 

think should know 

1  

Tell everyone   

 

Results reflect a stronger sense to not spread rumors and/or gossip by end of group.  Girls 

typically want to tell someone so they tell their best friend.   

 Would you stay home from a sleepover, party, movies, etc. if your friend was 

having a bad day and needed to talk to you? 
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Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Always 4 1 

It depends  2 

No way  1 

 

When group members first took the test they all would have stayed home to help a friend 

out.  However, results now indicate that only one would, one wouldn’t and two believed 

it depends on the situation. 

 If you are having a problem with a friend, check two ways you would deal with it. 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Tell her 2 4 

Instant Message her 2  

E-mail her  1 

Ask everyone if she is 

mad at you 

2 2 

Don’t invite her to a 

social gathering 

1  

Ignore it and hope it 

goes away 

1 1 

 

Pre-test results indicated that members would not have communicated with the friend 

who they were mad at.   Instead they would use other means such as avoiding the friend, 
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ask others if she is mad at her, and etc.  Post-test results reflect an increase in effective 

communication skills. 

8
th

 Grade Group 

 Do you know a lot of “little details” about your friends? 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Of course I do! 3 3 

A few things 2 1 

Um, no!   

 

In the eighth grade group the pre- and post-group surveys were consistent.  However, one 

group member left the group so post-test results reflected only four members instead of 

the original five. 

 Do your friends know a lot about you? 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Of course they do 4 3 

A few things 1 1 

No way   

 

Here again results are consistent minus one. 

 Do you ever say things to your friends that are kind of mean, but then say, “just 

kidding” or “sike”- but you really mean it? 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Yes 1 1 
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No 3 3 

Sometimes 1  

 

Here again results are consistent minus one. 

 If you hear some juicy news (true or not) about a friend do you: 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Keep it to yourself and 

not tell a soul, no matter 

what! 

2  

Just tell your best friend 

and make her promise 

not to tell anyone 

2 2 

Tell just the people you 

think should know 

1 2 

Tell everyone   

 

Results indicated that girls would not keep it to themselves and instead wanted to tell 

someone. 

 Would you stay home from a sleepover, party, movies, etc. if your friend was 

having a bad day and needed to talk to you? 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Always 2 3 

It depends 2 1 
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No way 1  

 

From the post-test 3 out of the 4 girls would stay home to console a friend.  This 

increased from the pre-test. 

 If you are having a problem with a friend, check two ways you would deal with it. 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Tell her 5 3 

Tell a friend 4 2 

Instant Message her  1 

E-mail her 1 1 

Ignore it and hope it 

goes away 

 1 

 

Pre-test results indicated all 5 would tell a friend or tell another friend about the problem.  

Post-test results indicate the remaining four girls dispersed their check marks more than 

on the pre-test.   

The first three questions are consistent on both pre- and post-tests for the 8
th

 grade 

group.   The remaining three questions varied slightly. 

7
th

 Grade Group 

 Do you know a lot of “little details about your friends? 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Of course I do! 2 2 

A few things   
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Um, no!   

 

 Do your friends know a lot about you? 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Of course they do 2 2 

A few things   

No way   

 

 Do you ever say things to your friends that are kind of mean, but then say, “just 

kidding” or “sike”- but you really mean it? 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Yes   

No   

Sometimes 2 2 

 

 If you hear some juicy news (true or not) about a friend do you: 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Keep it to yourself and 

not tell a soul, no matter 

what! 

2 2 

Just tell your best friend 

and make her promise 

not to tell anyone 
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Tell just the people you 

think should know 

  

Tell everyone   

 

 Would you stay home from a sleepover, party, movies, etc. if your friend was 

having a bad day and needed to talk to you? 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Always 2 2 

It depends   

No way   

 

 If you are having a problem with a friend, check two ways you would deal with it. 

Answer(s) Pre-test Post-test 

Tell her 2 2 

E-mail her 1 2 

Instant Message her 1  

 

Pre- and post-tests for 7
th

 grade group were consistent.  Question 6 was the only one that 

their answers changed.   

Relational Aggression Quotient Survey 

 The purpose of the survey was to find out what their relational aggression 

quotient was.  The student researcher thought this survey would help the girls understand 

what behaviors they exhibit the most in a given week.  The student researcher gave them 
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this survey on the first and last session.  The four behaviors that were measured were 

aggressive behaviors, bystander behaviors that support aggression, behaviors checked off 

by the victim, and power behaviors.  The student researcher hoped that the majority of 

the girls would fall in the power behavior category by the end of their group experience if 

not in the beginning.   

The student researcher gave the survey to the girls at the first session after they 

completed the pre-group survey.  In the 9
th

 grade group 3 out of the 4 girls fell in the 

aggressive behavior category. The other girl fell into the power behavior category.  In the 

8
th

 grade group 3 out of the 5 girls fell in the aggressive behavior category.  The other 

two girls were in the power behavior category.  Those girls who fell in the aggressive 

category checked off behaviors that would deliberately harm others.  In the 7
th

 grade 

group both girls fell into the power behavior category.  These results indicated that the 

majority of the eleven girls exhibited more aggressive behaviors with others within the 

previous week from when they took the survey.  After discussing their results with them 

they were surprised how many aggressive behaviors they exhibited within that week.  

Two girls had stated that if they checked off an aggressive behavior it was aimed at a 

sister.   

At the last session the groups were given the relational quotient survey again.  In 

the 9
th

 grade group 3 out 4 girls checked off more behaviors that fell in the power 

behavior category.  Some behaviors that they may have exhibited in the past week are 

standing up for other girls, walking away from others when they are gossiping, asking 

others to stop talking about another person, and giving compliments.  The other group 

member checked off more behaviors that fell into the aggressive category.  Some 
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behaviors she exhibited were calling others names, sent an e-mail to someone that said 

something negative, embarrassed another girl, and excluding or ignoring someone. These 

results showed a significant change from the first time they were given the survey.  

Instead of 3 of them being aggressive; now 3 of them are demonstrating power behaviors.  

One, however is still possessing aggressive qualities. 

 In the 8
th

 grade group 2 out of 4 girls checked off more behaviors that fell in the 

power behavior category.  The other two group members checked off more behaviors that 

fell into the aggressive category.  Here half of the girls were more aggressive in the 

previous week and the other half used power behaviors.  The 5
th

 girl in the group was no 

longer with the group when the survey was given.  In the 7
th

 grade group both girls 

remained in the power behavior category.  This indicated the girls were consistent with 

their behaviors.  They hardly had any aggressive behaviors checked off when they 

completed this survey both times. 

Acts of Kindness 

 The group had one outside activity they were given.  The group leader handed out 

a sheet of paper, which had various acts of kindness.  Girls were asked to do an “act of 

kindness for one week up until the next time they were to meet.  They had to choose an 

act of kindness from the sheet given or come up with their own acts.  They were suppose 

to do one act of kindness a day to someone they normally did not associate with or a 

complete stranger.   The goal of this assignment was to break the mold.  By having the 

girls approach people that are completely opposite of who they would normally interact 

with on a daily basis.  The student researcher hoped the girls would make new friends 

and become role models for other girls in the school.   
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 The following week the group discussed how the assignment went.  The girls 

were relieved it was over.  They said it was extremely difficult to be nice to people you 

hardly knew or those that are not in your clique.  The feelings that were expressed were 

weird, uneasy, uncomfortable, embarrassed, and scared.   However, a few said they 

enjoyed the challenge of going outside of their comfort zone.  Many said they felt good 

about themselves afterwards.   

Discussion 

 The findings indicated that this group experience did indeed teach girls how to 

better communicate with one another. It raised awareness of relational aggression, 

developed empathy, taught healthy conflict management, explored feelings, increased 

self-esteem, and promoted a positive change in female relationships.   

 The group surveys and activities given were beneficial in the development of 

preparing girls in dealing with relational aggression.  The activity of acting kind to others 

helped allow them to think outside the box and do some risk taking.  They were able to 

talk to other people in the school or outside that they normally would not associate with 

or be kind to.  Becoming knowledgeable about the topic at hand was an eye opening 

experience not only for participants but also for the student researcher.  Getting the girls’ 

perspective on what life is like on a daily basis and how they deal with things was 

helpful.   

Pre- and Post-test 

 The pre- and post-test responses revealed that the girls had become better friends 

to their peers.  It was concluded that over the course of the sessions some changes 

occurred for the students who participated in the group.  Results for the 8
th

 and 9
th

 grade 
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groups did vary between pre- and post- survey scores.  For instance, within the 9
th

 grade 

group all girls first said they would stay home from an event if a friend were having a 

problem.  The post-test showed that only one would.   In general it seemed that those who 

took the survey reported that their friends know a little more about them on the post-test 

than on the pre-.  This revealed that they learned how to express and share things to one 

another about their lives.  Effective communication among peers had been achieved. 

 The 7
th

 grade, which had two girls in it, revealed that they were consistent.  Their 

responses were the same for both tests.  These girls would be perceived as the girls who 

are friends with everyone and not in a particular clique.  They were least likely to 

participate in aggressive behaviors.   

Group Discussions 

 All students actively participated in the group discussions and activities 

throughout the sessions.  Each week, we reviewed discussions from the previous weeks, 

demonstrating retention and continued processing of material. 

 The purpose of group discussion was to get the perspective of what they thought 

relational aggression is and how and why they do it to one another.  Many girls had never 

heard the term relational aggression before.  However, once it was defined they all had 

said they participated in it and it is common.  All eleven agreed that girls participate in 

relational aggression because it has been embedded in them since a young age.  It is just 

something they know how to do and do it to remain part of a group and look cool.  Some 

reported it is fun and natural to gang up on others that are not in your social circle. 

 Majority of the girls commented on that it was easier to ignore or exclude 

someone rather than telling them how they thought or felt.  The girls’ acknowledgement 
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of this was evident that they needed to learn how to communicate the right way instead of 

using relational aggression as their only means of communication.   

The sole reason for the way girls act towards one another is the desire of wanting 

to fit in and be liked by everyone.  This statement was the consensus of the girls in the 

group.  The girls were able to articulate the nasty things they do to one another.  They 

said they spread rumors, talked about each other behind their backs, excluded people 

from their group and/or lunch table, talked unpleasant to each other on instant messaging, 

and wrote nasty letters to one another.  After expressing the outcome of their behaviors 

and explaining to them how it feels to be on the outside certainly gave the girls a clear 

picture and they became a little more open-minded about others.   The girls openly 

discussed how awful it was of them to treat others the way they did.  It was awakening 

for the girls to be able to sit around the table and actually chat about what they have done 

and become aware of their actions.  

 The group discussed strategies that could be used for overcoming relational 

aggression.  Teaching the girls ways of expressing their feelings by using clear “I feel” 

statements is a strategy for establishing more effective communication among 

adolescents.  Girls tend to say, “I’m mad at you because…”  This statement places the 

blame on the other person.  To communicate how your feeling to a friend helps stop the 

gossip, rumors or fighting among peers.  “I feel hurt, when you make fun of me” is better 

than telling others what that person called you or calling that person names.  Girls learned 

how to “nip it in the bud” before things got out of hand.  After learning this strategy, one 

girl implemented it very quickly with a friend she was not on speaking terms with and 40 

said, “it worked and we are actually talking now”.   
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Group Evaluations 

 The first questioned asked the girls if being in this group was an important 

experience for them.  All ten girls reported “very valuable”.  On a scale of 1 through 10, 

with 10 being totally great and 1 being totally terrible, all girls reported anywhere from 8-

10.   

Question two asked the girls to name three most important things they learned or 

experienced as part of their experience.  Some of their comments are as follows: 

“How much it hurts people to be talked about.” 

 “Not to make fun of others.” 

 “To be nice to people you don’t know.” 

“I learned about relational aggression.” 

 “To not start rumors.” 

 “Treat people with kindness.” 

 “Be respectful.” 

 “I learned more about the group peeps.” 

 Question three asked if they would recommend this group to another person.  All 

10 girls reported yes.  Their responses were because it was fun, educating, and 

interesting.  They also commented that it helped them in many different ways.  Becoming 

knowledgeable of relational aggression opened up their eyes to the many different aspects 

of a girl’s world.  It helped girls communicate not only with their friends but also with 

their parents. 
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 Question four asked how they would rate their group leader.  All ten girls reported 

that the group leader was spectacular and gave her a 10.  It then asked how they felt about 

the leader.  Some of the comments are as follows: 

“She is very accepting and can relate to us a lot. I feel like she’s one of my 

friends.” 

 “She is awesome.” 

 “She understands what we talk about and is nice.” 

 “She is young and hip and gives us fun activities.” 

 “She is an awesome counselor.” 

 Question five asked if they would make any changes to the group.  Majority of the 

comments reported “nothing”.   One girl wrote, “to do less surveys” and another wrote, 

“to be able to do more outside activities with strangers”.   Question six asked how they 

would rate the handouts and activities used.  Again all girls reported spectacular and rated 

it from an 8-10.   

 Overall the feedback received from all group members was extremely positive.  

The girls enjoyed the group and had gained something from the group experience.  When 

they were through many asked who would continue this group in the future when the 

student researcher left.  They were extremely sad that she was leaving and they would not 

see her again.  Many expressed their closeness to her and how much they appreciated her 

time and effort.  It is clear that the theme of the group was fulfilling and sustained 

excitement among participants.  
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Limitations 

 There were several limitations that may affect the validity of this study.  The first 

is the sample size.  There were only eleven participants in this study, separated into three 

groups.  In addition, another limitation was the fact that one girls’ mother withdrew her 

form participating in the eighth grade group.  This may have or not have effected the 

girls’ development in the eighth grade group.  There were only ten results from the post-

group survey, last relational quotient survey given, and group evaluations from the last 

session. Another limitation is the ethnic makeup of the participants.  All of the 

participants were Caucasian.  Utilizing participants from different ethnic backgrounds 

may produce different results.   

 Another limitation is the results of the relational aggression quotient survey.  This 

survey asked girls to check off the behaviors they exhibited within the past week.  

Depending on what kind of events had occurred for them would weigh heavily on what 

type of behaviors they checked off.  

Implications for School Counselors 

 This study suggests that school counselors can develop and implement successful 

group programs that address relational aggression among adolescents.  The program 

allows students to discuss a prominent topic in a safe group environment through a 

number of activities and surveys.  The school setting allows a great number of children to 

be reached without having to form after-school or weekend programs.  While this 

program did not include parents, it would certainly be an asset to let parents know about 

relational aggression and how they might be able to deal with it at home. 
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 While relational aggression might never be eliminated, it is the school counselor’s 

duty to be there for students who are bullies, targets or even bystanders.  School 

counselors can work with teachers in the classroom regarding this topic.  Counselors can 

go into a life skills class where these issues of relational aggression can be addressed.  

Adolescents are vulnerable to messages from the media.  Showing a teen movie, such as 

“Mean Girls” in a class or in a group session dealing with relational aggression could be 

an added piece to this program. 

 To conclude, for most adolescent girls school is critical to their personal growth 

and readiness to become part of the adult world.  Relational aggression not only interferes 

with their peer relationships but also interferes with their right to a safe school and 

disrupts the process of learning and growing.  Creating a school climate that is conducive 

to learning positive and healthy ways of interacting with peers and solving interpersonal 

problems can help prevent peers resorting to negative and damaging relational aggression 

tactics such as social exclusion, spreading rumors, and using hurtful names and insults. 
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Appendix A:  Pre-Group Survey 
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,sa/I'agil1g ,sisterhood 
1.r"vv-v2> ~"VC) ~ -va 23 

~,~". : S~I.''AGISC:; SIST£a/IOOD 

Pre-Group Survey 
DIn:ction!.: ""- 10k< a lew """"""'" '" l/'IS'oIu (lIONESTLY) u.... 
'1"""""'"1 Only chttle on< ...... -.. uru... otherwise indn'NI 

Do you know • klI of "htde dt\a,\o" abou, y<lUT frirndol 1'".. uamp\c, 
thtIr hinhday, I:M,r;tc color, how many brothttsl.t!.kn Il><y haw, lhnr 
favtml< lood, <te,1 

CI 01 """ ... I dol 
O A r .... thlngs 
I:) Um, nol 

2. Do yout frltnds Ie"""". 100 ....... , you , 
[J ()( ctlUN Il><y do 
o A 1 .... 1hing> 
o N""cayl 

J_ Do y<tu evtl ""l' things '" Y<>U' fl1mds thaI,,", klnd ot ..... n. bul Ihm 
say . j .... kidding" Of '"SIKE" - but )'DU onlI)' IJIU/ll!l 

0'" 
o ~ 
o 5om<'Ii....,. 

~ 11)'0\1 hI:ar..,.,.. juicy......., (m .. or l1<l'i) abo\I,. fl1<nd do 1""'; 
o Kcq> II 10 )'IIUrxlf and tIOI ,<II. $0\1], no m.lt ... ,.hall 
OJ ...... 0 Y"'" hc.t frimd and 10>.1<0: h .... PROMISE no! I" !dl '")'>11< 
o T,n i"" ,lit ptO(>It J"'II 'hink $hook! k_' 
o T,1l ..... ryont 

~ Would you >Uy ho ..... /"'''' • sIttpovrt. part): m<WI<:<, .... if)'OW friend 
" ... haV1ng • hod dry and ...ro..J '0 ... 11< to l""'1 0_. 
Q It <I<prnd> , 
a No "_)I; htt problem will ~ I~ ,.-lItn 1 om %YIilabkl 

o. II)'OU an: No.Tf.> JlIIlI*m wilh. m.nJ, chttk --rs you ""'lUld dtaI .. 'iIh iL 
I:) Tell htr 0 1: ..... , he, 
o Tell. Inrnd a A.k ~ if sht i> m:od .. m< 

o Ign<n k ODd hop< il ,"'ill 80'~ 0 Moke up • """"'" .00.., htr 
I:) 11I!WI1~h<t 0 Don\im1I.hl:rIO'>OCW~ ._-
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Appendix B:  Post-Group Survey 
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Sal~aging Sisterhood 
Post-GroL,,) SWlJey 

~-v'e) ~-va~-v'CJ 107 
~,;:',-., SlSTI;JlS fQ l t"\'U 

Dirrctiano: PIeuo ~ • r .... 1tIOnIaI .. '" .......... , (lIONESTly}!l.."., 
quc>loono! Onl)' ei.do ont • ........" unltos "'~ !ndie,nodl 

Do you know • lot oI-li,,1< d<\a,h;- abo\l, )"OU' frItn<k! for ... mpi<. 
,h<if birthday. r..w.n~ toIoo-, how DW'Y broo~ th<y 1Iovc. ""'It 
Ia""" .. food, <1<.1 
1:1 Of MIll"5I: I do! Q '" I .... !hlnll' 1:1 Urn. ",,1 

l. Doycur fnooo. know~ 100 about you! 
1:1 Of (01,1 ... th<y do a II r..w things Q No "")'t 

}, Son«: Sozl""8'"' S~ """,n. <I<> f'!U ~ 11",'11' to yw. lnendo t1u, 
_ kind 01_. bur wn oay -Ju" kiddlna-. or "SIKE'" - but Y"" rDlIy 
mt2Illll 
o y.,. a N<> Q 5om<timcs 

.. so""" 5o>I""",gSUlm.o..t htsm. if you Mar ~ ju..-y """'" (we 01 ""') 
abou •• [ ... 1Id do )'",,, (Ch.<k o>nly ond 

1:1 ..... 1';. '" you",1f IlD<l "'" "n a -.L no .... Il<"f wha,1 
O J ... ,dl you. """ Iriond.nd mal« t... PROMISE"", '" I<J}on)'Of't 
a ToU Jus, ,t.. """* you think 5hou1d """'" 
Q T,U .-..:ryo<I( 

, . Would you out' t.om. fmm a slttp""'o, pony . ....,..;.". ru:. If Y"'" frimd 
_ having. bad day and really ...m..l to talk to ,..,..1 
Q AJ.,ny. Q It dcpo:oo. 
Q No ""Y ...... pI'ObI<m .. ill bt Ih<~ .... hrn lam donor 

6 . If you ... lu.vln~ I prublnn with . friend, circl< I"", "~you 
W(lUId <kaI will> k: 
Q T.n h<r a "kif • l ric...! 
Q IMIiB QERWlhn 
Q M <V<J)'QI't if"'" is mad . , "'" 
Q M2k up. rultlOl' aboo.u hn 
Q Don' invI .. bon 10. ;ocW golbcrlng 
o Ign<lI'O' " and hop.< jl "ill go .way ._. 
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Appendix C:  Relational Aggression Quotient Survey 
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WHAT'S YOUR RA QUOTffil\rr? 

Think abou t your bebaviot in the last wffio.. Cheel. off each 
time you ha~ done the followi"ll: 

2. Said IOm.thini about someone eloc that you knew 
WIlIn't nice} 

1. Walked .~ wr..n your fmnd •• 1arIt:d Wkms about 
oomcone e1~ you know) 

4. Lau&W when 10m"""" doc mad. fun of anoth ... 
girU 

S. Wriuen a 001 • .,.. srafl'iti aboul lO_ eloe dw 
wasn't nice} 

6. Felt PIlI down by ""lMOlIe but not opokn up about 
it) 
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7, Aoked )'OUr I'ri.tndo to IlOp ... lkin, aboul .~hcr 
r,.;"..d who waln'I~) 

8, 111""","""" du talk you into doin,w....,thing)'OU 
didn ' I ~.ny wanl to do) 

9, _ ~ 10 u.Jk 10 oomco- '" il would Ill*' Jon) 

12, S"I01cd • rumor aboul .lirl who was man 10 
1OIIl<Or>l: ~IM) 

13, _ Madt 1\. 11 of .~h.r !!irl', clothn, hair. or 
appol'aranDI!) 

1.. 5&ood up for ~ PI )'OUr I'ri.tndo -... makint 
'"" ,f> 

IS, Sfnlan ~mail lO_tb.ioaid-uw.c 
- _.m)'OU~n·l .. yill_) 

16. ~n the weel .,( • rumor) 
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18. __ eon .. to sit wit!. 80m"""" who was by hersdf and 
.d> 

19. LiM."..! \0 _ip aoo.u anotlu:r airl~ 

20. __ R_i~ maNlI"I in . that room tJ",t h~ rt YOU' 
fedinlll) 

21. Tried to .;t with. group of gi rl. ll. lund. &nd boto 
told)'O\l couldn't) 

22. ~uded """"" ... to make h •• fed bad) 

23. Cried or fdl sad beau"" of ..,.,..,tIU",........, al'lO;llb.r 
girl did 10 you) 

" 
24. Helped anoth.r girl with l.er hOU>eWO<k. ..... n though 

you. !Tiends ..., , he i, I tupid and will """". be able to 
undtftl.\nd the "';3'I1" .. nl) 

25. 

26. 

27. 

Ma<k. n..w fri.nd) 

Been pari of a otrwd of gin. who _lobed .. )'<HIT 

I.w, ow!. fun of anoth .. air!} 

Ddiberat.ly do ... oom.lhins ,",U kMw would hurt 
oomeooe? 
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1. 0 28. Took oomdhinQ c!.ac brlongrd t<> ll>me<KIe "I .. ju,c c<> 
bother her) 

29. Want"! kl0J><aJ. up and d&nd an.ocher ~". but 
didn 'c bocau"" y<>u were .fraid) 

30, Had to oil. by you""lf in d ... breau .. your fri.,nd, 
decided to m.- a~ from you) 

3 1, Compli""",ted a girl)'Ou .ron'! kn<>w nry wtU on her 
outht) 

32, Tried I<> COfIvinu Dtb. .. to !.. melln to .o"'e"",. or to 
ignore ber) 

33, Doo" SI>mCIhing to "",bar .... a girl you don ',likt) 

}oj, Thrtll.~...d noc 10 be fri.,nds with IOmcone if ,he 
didn', do what J'ilu wantft! ... , to) 

36. Dared ~ne '0 do ........ thing Ih. didn'c WlIDC to) 

37, In.ulled oom.,me vubally bocau"" .... IooI:t.:I at you 
the "'TOOl" way) 

38, Wrote I<lIIIt1hilifJ unkind about • girl )'OIl d""'1 like in 
• J>\Ibli. pl.c •• wichouc .ignina your n ...... ) 
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39. Calkd a air! you don·1 like an unbnd name WMn .hc: 
oould hear you} 

40. Li,l.ned in when a fri.r>d """led a,,<>th.r air! and lried 
10 8<'1 her 10 talk to you} 

~ I . Mad. up to_thinK to 11"1 . former friend in In>uhld 

42. Giwn a friend. oompliment} 

43. T • ....d a girl 1""!mow bul not very _II} 

44. Ddiberalt/y il(nO..,d . air! you don't ~ke wh .... ,hoe 
said bi to you} 

• 
"S. Stayed friend. with tomeone bec.ou"" you _'" afraid 

01 what .he would do if you did,,·,} 

47. 

48. 

49. 

EKluded _no &om your II'OOP beau"" your 
friend. told you to} 

Looked Of II"'tu..,d .t IOmeone in a way manl to 

hurt or inlult hoer} 

8e<n in a cbat room but nol puticipaled wok" I air! 
yoo!mow 8'>11Iamed by)'OUr friend.} 

'" 
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l4l >0. 

Chano .. au you· ... uttd OOme if no! all of lheo. beha';Orl in 
tbe po.tI week. Che<:k and M:C which of the followinsyou uttd the -. 
Anr<"'.m. Beh ... ;" .... : 

1, 2 . .'),9, I I, 12, 13, 15, 17,22.27,28.32.33,34, 36, 
37,38,39, 4 1, 43, 44. 48 

B,..t&twIoor &oh.vior. Th.t SuppOrt Allrc";on: 

4, 19,26.29,3.').40. 47. 49 

Beh • .-io .... Checkod Off by • V'KIim: 

6. 8,16,20. 21, 23,)0, 4.'),46 

Powc. Bdut. ........ ; Conp-ootulatiotu. l: 

3.7. 10. 14. 18. 24. 2S. 31. 42. SO ... 
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Appendix D:  Salvaging Sisterhood Group Rules 
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Sal rag ing Sislerhood 
24 G'V' ~ (3;v" ~ <3V" t.rv"""'I 

U:SSON I, M'.';\Gl~ §' sn:"' OO[) 

Icr'&. ] Group Rules 

• I.is,<n "".dully.nd , ... a,_h girl whh fCOpe<H 

• Wlut;, :soid In ,h. room -STArs IN THE RooMI 

• Alk>w " .. rybody '" ."nk wlthou. ,nl<I'fUp'lonl 

.. 5puk lor you . .. U _ "'" you. -fri.nd!o"' 

*' If you.1t hun o. ofl.ndtd by "Iu, _ .... says. 1<11 (hem, 

but ,.11 'h<m ",'hy" bothrn}'QU1 

.. Don't .... <p«!fic ... mn or P«'p\o: who .r< "'" p~ll 

.. OIbtr rults: 

5<l1\"uging Sislc~hood AVTOGRAPUS; 

._-
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Appendix E:  What do I look for in a true friend? 
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JIl 'U'ue .'Ihend ... 
~~ ~~ ~'"V'C) 43 

U:S'iON l : Q.IQUI'.S 

What Do I Look for in a True Friend? 
Som.n.noo it .. i<IopDn&nllo. It> '" odlcICI ~P"" wtw ... rWIr looIr. "" 
In . fnmd! Somt Ihones you IN)' atm.t, Itno.: and _ could Locally """"',.,..! Rmk 'h< /r;md quahIla boJo.. In ordn &0.: 
I {.o\BS(lUJ'T£ !>lOST IMJ'OI([M.T QUAum 10 
" ("t:lQSe.."T MA1TI:R TO ME" QUAUTY) _ ..... ",...,...., 

.... ,... kind oI ..... lboy 1M' II> 

Tho bnnd 01 doIha.""r ....... 
Haw """- ,hty "'" 
.... ."., lhctr hoi. Ioob hu 

II (hey hk. !he ....... ,,~ "-:1$ y"" 

Who, kind of ar lhelr .... nu dn>< 
Haw mU(:h fun 1"" ....... 'nth them 
,_ P"I"'I0.- Lboy_ 
Whal rdi&ion thry ... 
1_ .. lid! you (:l&I It\$ thIm 
How mlX':b thry IOWP abcu atM pmpIt 
.... 1w. .... ..,_ 

1- dtprndaIIk lhry '"'" 

I. Ibd nodulJy ""'" .. hat ,... rankal ..... """'" 00- ..... 1lwl& }'OII 
........ abow )'OlI"Iidf: 

.. -..... 
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Appendix F:  Am I a good friend? 
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.jIm.1Jfl Good .rfi-iencl? 
H SV-VV""'" G'v""" ~ (!;V" ~ 

u.~5O:'I " CUQUU 

Uo ,- allih 1"" an -ay be '-"- """")'0lIl" IriMds 
no -... wIuIl 

2. u.. you dull o .. u wi'" YOU' fr\o:..u....J do:! """"'" lOr """'B""" 
"""' . bia!tl .... 

5o;w," , 

Suo_times . .." 

.-- ~ 
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.stIm I.stI Good /friend? -
8. If roo h.n" pImo '0 go 10 ,he rn.u wi'" )'W' friend>, lho:tI ~ 

boll<!" """"" along. do you c:ar>oeI l --

"'-Ity 

LJ, If . now girt """' .. III laWn, ond )'OIlr friend ~ <lOt with ...... 

d<> J"'U .' pIousl 

I ~ llyourfntnd dots.." Dli yw bod .... h<n yw coIlod ""'"and" ...... 
tally IIrIpOND~ do yw gn angryl 

Usually 

._-
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JI1m VI Good .1<J-iel1d? -46 GV" V"..I'"" GV"~ ev-~ 
U:SSOl" ) t CUQUlS 

16 1)0)'001 LIDnk )'011 muId IP on ~ for t""",.,..dto ""'" }'OUr 
tnrnd """..,. IiPI 

~. 

10 1/,..... fntnd ..,.. ~ Ir<IUbIio in moth and hod 10 1l"Y"'" ,d,ooI1or 
~ - ..... )'011 ...., hood pbno 10 .... -. -.oId)'Oll ....... , 

.-..... 
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Appendix G:  What’s my reputation? 
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V\llw /'s Nly '/WpLl lalion? 
70 Gv'" ~ G'V"t..rv"'" GV'" ~ 

lB!oON , : G.l .. UlI< 

~ 'IOOr .. "" .. ,.,." Jl m!~y ddln<d, lo w"'" otha propIt ' "'nk 
""""")'W. I. may lit. good, bod, 01 • h"lt of booh . ......... ," tho: foU"""ng 
'1\'<>1_ in .,... ..... ,"""" 

• I< II a TRUF a FAJ..S£ a laND" 80TH! 
If M .. Ia .... .. hal _Id ~ 00I...d your !ntnd> Lo bdIow ..... / 

* ""'luI do)""lT"-' ,hink:about)'O'l1 

* Is ;, a lllU£ a FAIst! a KINO,," IIOntl 
If It;' w..c ... 0 ...... ""Id ...... callOOd your /.....& '" bdirw ..... 1 

it v..'haI ............. Lo .... 1<o: ,linn ,honk .... , I 

* Ii iI a TRUE CJ IALSf: 0 KINO" IIOTH I 
If I . .. fa ...... hit "vu)d 1>0> ... "''''''''' yow frieD<!< '0 b.11<ft ",",' 

._-
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Appendix H:  Acts of Kindness 
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Smile at a strangerl 

Have a conversation 
with someone you 
normally wouldn't l 

Give a compliment 
to a girl you never 
talk to and mean Itl 

Invite someone to 
sit with your group 

at lunch! 

Sit with a different 
group at lunch 
Instead o f your 

own! 

Have a 
conversation with a 

new student! 

Apologb:e to 
someone whose 

feelings you once 
hurtl 

Sit next to a 
different person on 

the bus! 

Tell a cafeteria 
worker ~thank you" 
for their hard work! 

Tell your Mom or 
Dad " thank you" l 
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Appendix I:  “I” Messages 
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"/ " ~ '1 i t essages 

"' _ " _ a>oI t..e-"",-,...-tr'- YOU ..... I N<liIo<Iy"., ... 
"'" '- ,.. ..... ...,. """" In!. """"""" ..... ....... 

.... _I>l.WAYS IqIa ""'" _ ' I: No< "",. _ . ......... ...,. 
RL\4E.\lBU.1or <O)'VII; " ' " - WU....,;d BIAI.IISG 

Ab .. 1M "' : ..... )'WI It<1!a& 1)'OU CD -)'WI Jo:tlu>& ~ ilyou-.l 
bdp w"h • .....,j) . 

"'1«, _________ • 
• -..<11 ,. _ .... ___ "'" \loa, ... , . 

~1t<I -------------
·'~'L' _ _ ____ o~ ______ _ 

• ~w_ ... ,11<,...,.... .. .., "'" 1m lU' "~ l' 

.,~------ ....... ~------
~a"' ________ _ 
.. I"NULI, _ , ... . . __ .... -1<. tIo<...- _,.. .. --. 

89 

-,"" ______ on,.. _____ _ 

~CA~ _____ _ _ __ • 

...,~D " ' ...... rw "' _____________ _ 

OR . ,.....,d}'UII "' ___________ ' 

'--
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Appendix J:  Problem Solving 101 
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!Problem So/~ing 70 J 
94 Gv'V'V"""" G'\.r~ GV"'~ 

U:SSON 1: CO!.O l lJNICAT\O!<I1ir cosr.O~flON 

S<>.l"'" hz.., Ihi> Inw" ...... with your /nrnd \hot io takIng",,", )'00' hi'<.. II 
.-I< I<) bo solvtd RIGHT NOWI Think or a rtt1':nl i<out !hat )'0<1 had w"h 
a triend. Summari:e it in ,he __ pn;wided 1>0""" N<l<I, 101",", It-.. <o<\-rn 

"<pO '" Ih .. worklhffi lO r,«,,~ out.,.j fix )'OUr lrirnd<hIp "".,.. I'n:It~ 
"""'. yoo Ort goong 10 bt. pn>bI<m..,m"ll up<n l 

*~rONE 
IVhao is the underlying alnttm? What art you _ o'WY or up"" """",I 
'full I\a>", 10 i.;r..,.. wtv, is ..,.,.,,; In """" 10 .....m. """,nIs. $OIurion. 
M~ ""","r"D is, 

*STf.PTWO 
W1w:r<lwhn\ clod .he concern btgm / h ... mponan, In t- Ioow II .aan<d 
to ... urk 1D1Oal\h. oolu,ion. 

M)" conccm bty._"_"hrn' ~=--==-===-=-=-=-=-=-

._-
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Problem Sol~i"g 1Q!. 
............... -va~-va~-va 95 

I.LS~ J, CIJ!oUOL/l'Io'ICO.TIOS" cosnm"'.u IIJN 

* 511;1'''00_ 
Wh. , do>)">" ............ _ ",1><1 ..... hooald t.o.... pi in mind 
.. 'hm '0) .... 10 rno/Yoo on ..... 
I .. "&IlL 

* SIT' fWI! 
""'haI orr _ poooibIr bo.rrl< ... ! 11)'011 cook! hu. """'" in Ihr rnod. b '" 
UDpOIUII' 10 U--Moral 01_ 

-"'"""~ 
. nu slx 
.... "", <hot rouOl you <1<>1 w •• h>~ IIftd . I,mw!Ya; /lOM in <>II< iI d:.>tt 
"'" so .. pLonnrd (AKA _ plan B, C. D, L.) 
n ........ ""'" 0(>1""" 10 h.dp R:$OIvt- ,he isout: 

• STI:P Sl:"'(.~ 
1_ did ; .... , If". _ '-'you....,...! it 10 bo . ........ ohr ~ 
mitt Of "'h,,,..;a 1"" It)' nat! .,.,., >houId """~ ..... tu..u. your >Iq>S Lo 

hdp )'OU In ,lit """"" 1Il10 b wb.'Iupp(lItd_==:--:: 

* Nm. 1 " 1U n~ 

.-...... 
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Appendix K:  Final Group Evaluation 
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Final Group Evaluation 
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Appendix L:  Certification 
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Congratulations! 
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